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Question: 1

A Guardium administrator needs to install and configure a physical appliance to ensure network
redundancy. Which port should the administrator use to configure IP teaming (bonding)?

A. eth1 only
B. eth2 only
C. eth3 only
D. any port

Answer: D

Question: 2

A Guardium administrator needs to use both CLI and GrdAPI functions to manage the system.
Which are the two commands that the administrator can use to search for the required commands
and their syntax from within either CLI or GrdAPI?

A. CLI: commands <search option>
GrdApi: grdapi <search option> --help
B. CLI: help <search option>
GrdApi: grdapi --help <search option>
C. CLI: commands <search option>
GrdAPI: grdapi command <search option>
D. CLI: <search option> -help
GrdApi: grdapi <search option> -help=true

Answer: D

Question: 3

A Guardium administrator installed the BUNDLE-STAP module and is monitoring the state of the
install. Which state requires a database server reboot to complete the installation process?

A. Ip
B. IP-PR
C. FAILED
D. PENDING-UPDATE

Answer: B
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Question: 4

A Guardium administrator noticed that while the data activity monitoring is working fine, the
Guardium appliance is slower than usual. The administrator wants to check the current CPU load of
the Guardium appliance.
Which predefined Guardium report(s) allows the administrator to determine the current system CPU
load of the Guardium Appliance?

A. CPU Util report
B. CPU Tracker report
C. Unit summary and CPU Util report
D. Buff Usage Monitor and System monitor report

Answer: D

Question: 5

AGuardium administrator is registering a new Collector to a Central Manager (CM). The registration
failed. As part of the investigation, the administrator wants to identify if the firewall ports are open-
How can the administrator do this?

A. Ask the company's network administrators.
B. Ask IBM technical support to login as root and verify.
C. Login as CLI and execute telnet <ip address> <port number>
D. Login as CLI and execute support show port open <ip address> <port number>

Answer: D
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